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ABSTRACT 
In 1972 K.I. Tahara [7,2, Theorem 2.251, using cohomological methods, showed that if a finite 
group G = T D( N is the semidirect product of a normal subgroup N and a subgroup T, then M(T) 
is a direct factor of M(G), where M(G) is the Schur-multiplicator of G and in the finite case, is the 
second cohomology group of G. In 1977 W. Haebich [l, Theorem 1.71 gave another proof using a 
different method for an arbitrary group G. 
In this paper we generalize the above theorem. We will show that N,M( T) is a direct factor of 
N,M(G), whereN, [3, p. 1021 is the variety of nilpotent groups of class at most c > 1 andN,M(G) is 
the Baer-invariant of the group G with respect to the variety N, [3, p. 1071. 
I. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Definition 1.1. The group G is said to be a semidirectproduct of a normal sub- 
group A and a subgroup B, denoted by G = B D( A (or a splitting extension of A 
by B) if 
(i) G is generated by A and B, 
(ii) A n B = 1. 
Since A is normal in G, the maps Bb : a H ab, a E A, for all b E B are auto- 
morphisms of A and they induce a homomorphism I3 : B + Aut(A) which is 
called the action of B on A. G is determined up to isomorphism by /3 and is 
therefore called the semidirect product of A and B under 0 (or the splitting ex- 
tension of A by B under 0). Note that every element of G is uniquely determined 
by ab, for a E A and b E B. 
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Now the following elementary results on semidirect product are needed in 
our work, see [l, p. 421,5]. 
Lemma 1.2. Let G be the semidirect product of A and B under t3 : B + Aut(A) 
and G be the semidirect product of A and R under 6 If 
cr:A-A and ,O:B-B 
are epimorphisms such that 
cu((Ob)(a)) = (@@b)(cra), for all a E A, and b E B, 
then the map 
7:G-+G 
ab - (aa) 
is an epimorphism extending Q and /3. 
Lemma 1.3. Let G be the semidirectproduct of A and B under 9 : B -+ Aut(A). If 
N is a subgroup of A which is normal in G, then G/N is the semidirect product of 
A/N and B under 
e : B - Aut(A/N) 
b - 8b 
where fib : A/N + A/N given by aN H t?(a) N. 
In the following theorem a free presentation for G is introduced in terms of free 
presentations of A and B. 
Theorem 1.4. Let G be a semidirectproduct of A and B under 0 : B + Aut(A) and 
l+Ri-+Fi-fll,A+l, I-R-F$+B-1 
be free presentations for A and B, respectively. Then 
l-R-F-G-1 
is a free presentation for G, where 
(i) F = Fl * F2, thefreeproductofF1 andF2; 
(ii) R = RTR[S; 
(iii) S = (fi-‘~[fi,fil lfi,fi E Fi; j-2 E -F2; y,fi = @Mi)(~fi))~ 
Proof. See [I, Lemma 1.41. 0 
Let V be a variety of groups defined by a set of laws V and G be a group with a 
free presentation 
l-R---tF-G-1. 
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Then the Baer-invariant of G with respect to the variety V, denoted by VM(G), 
is defined to be 
R n V(F) 
[RV*F] 
where V(F) is the verbal subgroup of F and [RV*F] is the normal subgroup of 
F generated by 
{u(fi, . T./if;3 . . ~fs)~(fl~ . . . ,fs)-’ 1 r E R, J;: E F, II E V, 1 5 i 5 s}. 
It is easily seen that the Baer-invariant of the group G with respect o the variety 
V is always abelian and that it is independent of the choice of the free pre- 
sentation of G, see [3, Lemma 1.81. 
In particular, if V is the variety of abelian groups, then the Baer-invariant of 
G with respect to V will be 
RnF’ 
[R,F] ’ 
which, by I. Schur, is isomorphic to the Schur-multiplicator of G, denoted by 
M(G), in general, and in the finite case, is isomorphic to the second cohomol- 
ogy group of G, H*(G, C) [2, Theorem 2.4.61. 
If V is the variety NC of nilpotent groups of class at most c > 1, then the Baer- 
invariant of G with respect to NC is 
Rnrc+~(F) 
[R-Z] ’ 
where “k+ 1 (F) is the (c + 1)st term of the lower central series and [R, cF] stands 
for [R, F, F, . y . . F,]. For further details, properties, conventions, see [3,4, 51. , 
c-times 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
The following theorem is fundamental to the proof of Theorem 2.2. We adopt 
the notations and conventions from Section 1, in what follows. 
Theorem 2.1. 
(i) RI and [Rz, FI] are subgroups ofS; 
(ii) R = R2S; 
(iii) Rnx+l(F) = (R2nrc+1(F2))(Snrc+l(F)),foraZZc> 1; 
(iv) [RJY = [&,cF2] n [&,Fl,F2],[S,cF], forallc 2 1, 
where 
II[R2rFl,F2], 
= +2,fi, . . . ,fc] If; E FI Uf’2, r2 E Rz, 1 < i < c, 3k, & E FI)~. 
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Inparticular, n [R2, FI, F2], = [R2, FI]. 
Proof. 
(i) If r1 E RI, then zqrl = 1 and hence O(v&)(qft) = 1, for all f2 E F2. 
Therefore rl = l-‘rl[f2, I], so r-1 E S i.e. RI 5 S. 
If r2 E R2, then u2r2 = 1, so Q(v2r2) is the identity automorphism. Thus 
[r2&] =fiP1fi [r2,h] E S and so [R2,Fl] L S. 
(ii) 
R = RFRFS 2 1 ) by Theorem 1.4 
= R;S, by (0 
= R2[R2, FIFS 
= R2[R2, FllFS, since R2 FZ 
= RzS, by (i). 
(iii) Since F = FI * F2, we have 
-~e+lV’) = “~~+I(FI)~,+I(F~)~[FI,F~I~+,, 
where 
and II[FI,F~I,+~ F (to find a proof see M.R.R. Moghaddam [4]). Also we 
know that F = F2 K Fl [FI, F2] is the semidirect product of F2 and FI [FI, F2] 
(since F2 fl F, [FI, F2] = 1 and Fl [FI, F2] F) and S < F, [FI, F2]. So using part 
(ii) and the above remarks, we have 
R~Y~+I(F) =R2Snr~+,(F,)y,+,(Fz)~[F,,F2]~+, 
= (R2nrr+1(Fz))(Sn~c+1(Fl)n[Fl,F21c+,) 
= (R2 nrc+1(F2))(Snrc+1(F)). 
(iv) Use induction on c. Let c = 1. Then 
[R, F] = VW, Fl, by (ii) 
= [R2,FI]S,Fl, since S F 
c [R2, F2][R2, FllFIS, F], since F = Fl * F2 
= [R~,F~][R~,FII[S,F], since [R~,FII I S. 
Clearly [&, F2] [&, FI] [S, F] C [R, F]. H ence ]R,Fl = [R~,F~][R~,FI][S,F]. 
Now, SWpose [R, kF] = [R2, kF2] n [R2, FI, F21k[S, kF]. Then we have 
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[R ,k+lFl = [hW’l 
= [[R2, kF21n [R2, FI 7 F21k[& 4, F] 
(by induction hypothesis) 
= [[~~,~~~lr~l[~~~:!,~~,~~l~,~l[[~,~~lr~l, 
(since [S, d’], jJ [R2, Fl, F& a F ) 
C [[R2,kF2,,F21~[R2iF~,F2]k+,[S,k+1F] 
C h+,F]. 
Therefore, by induction we have 
[R,3’] = [R2,cF2]n[R2rF,,F2],[S,cF] for all c 2 1. III 
Now we are in a position to state and prove the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a semidirectproduct of A by B under 0 : B -+ Aut(A) (or a 
splitting extension of A by B under t3), andN, be the variety of nilpotent groups of 
class at most c (c 2 1). Then 
Sn~c+l(F) 
KM(G) ~N,M(B)~,[R2,F~rF2],[S ,C F]’ 
In particular, NCM(B) can be regarded as a direct factor of NCM(G). 
Proof. By the previous assumptions and notations we have 
F 
-% [R2,CF2]F A [R2,rFZin[R2~F,,F2],[S,,F]’ 
where cp and n are natural homomorphisms. Then for any c > 1, we have 
(*I 
Rn~c+l(F) 
PC 2’1 
2 b)(R n X+ l(F)) 
2 (77v)(R2 nrc+l(F2))(rl’~)(Snrc+l(F)), 
by Theorem 2.1 (iii). 
Consider the following two natural homomorphisms 
Fl * F2 
[R2,cF21F 
FI * F2 
[R2, cF21F ’ 
given by - 
fl +-+fl fl ++_E 
&-4 S-+5 
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Clearly h o g = 1 and g o h = 1 i.e. g is the inverse of h and so h is an isomor- 
phism. Thus we have 
Ft * F2 f-2 
[R2r cF21F 
=cp(eFI*~. 
Also ‘p(F2) s Fz/[&, cF2] and 
cp(F#‘1,F2]) N q@i)[ip(4),cp(~2)1 -Fl[%F2/[&,cF211. 
Therefore 
Thus by Lemma 1.3 and the property that Ker(q) 5 cp(Fl)[cp(F~),cp(F~)] we
have 
P(F) P(F) 
(q~‘(F’s~=~(n[R?,F,,F2],[S,.F]) 
g #) D( 4F1)b(F,), dF2)1 
Wrl) ’ 
Clearly (up) E cp(F2) and (q’p)(F~) ” poker, thus we have 
so 
(w)(F) 2 cp(W Lx 
dFddF1)dF2)1 
Ker (q) 
(by 1 3 and (_)) 
” (ww2) K hwiM?Pwl)~ hJmK 
b)(R2 n7cil(F2)) n (wW~+I(F)) 
C (wW’2) C-I (wHfiNwH1;1)~ (w)(fi)1 = 1. 
Hence, by (*) 
RnYc+dF) 
[R, 2’1 ” W(R2 n -~c+ 1 (F2)) @ (w)(S n x+ I (W 
and 
Also 
(7w)(R2 n ^lc+ 1 (W = 
CR2 n ye+ l (F~DWW) 
Ker(w) 
& %+l(F2) N R2 nx+#‘d 
E (R2 n yc+ 1 (F2)) n Ker(w) - [R2,32] 
zi N,M(B). 
(rlPw-9c+l(F)) = 
(S n %+ 1 Pwwvf9 
Kerhd 
Sf-vc+l(JY Smc+l(F) 
g (Snx+~(f’))nKer(vd =~[~2,F1,~2l[LJ’l’ 
Therefore 
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Now we obtain the following corollaries: 
Corollary 2.3 (Tahara [7,2, Theorem 2.24). Let G = B K A be the semidirect 
product of a normal subgroup A and a subgroup B. Then M(B) is a directfactor of 
M(G). 
Corollary 2.4 (Haebich [l, Theorem 1.71). Suppose G = B K A is a semidirect 
product of A by B under 0 : B 4 Aut(A). By the notation of Theorem 1.4 we have 
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